La Noir EWA PARA-EQUESTRIAN
DRESSAGE SQUADS
2017
General Criteria





Riders must be members of Equestrian Australia and have a measurable physical or visual
impairment that satisfies the minimum impairment criteria as detailed in the PE classification
manual and have been assessed and graded by an accredited PE classifier.
All riders must sign the Athletes Agreement before inclusion in any Squad. Agreements must be
signed and returned to EWA Office before any rider will be named on any Squad.
Nominated horses must be sound and fit to compete.

La Noir EWA PARA EQUESTRIAN DRESSAGE STATE SQUAD






Combinations who are showing significant improvement and in the opinion of Selectors are
moving towards achieving the target scores for their respective grade. The primary focus will be
on combinations that have shown the ability or potential to represent WA at State or National
standards.
In all instances where competition results are used for assessment purposes, the standard of
competition, number of competitors, the number and level/experience of the judges and the
overall quality of the competition may be taken into consideration. Whilst performances at EA
and some RDA events may be used as a guide, competitions at major events will be necessary to
ensure consideration for State Squad Selection.
Combinations on State Squad who show they are unable to maintain the rigours of competition
and training during a reasonable period (6 - 12 months) will lose their place on this squad.
RIDER
Chelsea De Jonge
Sharon Jarvis
Kate Eizele
Claire McNaughton
Fleur Litster

HORSE
Boy
Ceasy
Wedgewood Cherish
Blue Blood Aravis
Penroban Augustus

La Noir EWA PARA EQUESTRIAN RECOGNITION SQUAD


Promising combinations that may have recently begun competing at PE Para Dressage or EA
Dressage events and those who show potential to move up the high performance pathway
RIDER
Chelsea De Jonge
Rosa-Lee Principe
Rebekah Millard
Michelle Pinker
Mary-Anne Wallace

HORSE
Aspen Royal Way
PWP Rise of Memphis
Ashmark Deliverance
Dutch Waltz
Madame Lash

